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● What is network forensics?

● Tools & Platforms

● Network Forensics Challenges

● Handling huge PCAP by slicing

● APT Investigation Use-Cases



#sf21vusWhat is Network Forensics?

Is a sub-branch of digital forensics relating to the 

monitoring and analysis of computer network traffic for 

the purposes of information gathering, legal evidence, or 

intrusion detection - Wikipedia



#sf21vusNetwork Data Sources

◉ PCAP

◉ Netflow

◉ Connection logs (Proxy, Web, PC/Servers ..etc.)

◉ DNS

◉ Host Artifacts (network sockets, SRUM ..etc)



#sf21vusTools & Platforms

◉ Wireshark and Tshark

◉ Tcpdump

◉ Zeek

◉ Snort, Suricata

◉ NetworkMiner

◉ Unix-like utilities

◉ Arkime (Formerly Moloch)

◉ SecurityOnion

◉ Others



#sf21vus

Network Forensics 

Challenges



#sf21vusThe Challenges

◉ Inventory Assets

◉ Network Baselining

◉ Encryption (TLS, SSH, RDP and others)

◉ Data sources availability & Usability



#sf21vusInventory Assets Importance



#sf21vusNetwork Baselining

◉ To find normal and 

abnormalities in the 

network

◉ Many factors can be used 

for baselining, such as:

○ Packet length

○ Duration

○ Payload entropy

○ Egress and Ingress
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#sf21vusNetwork Profiling

◉ JA3

◉ JA3S

◉ JARM

◉ HASSH & HASSHServer - SSH Fingerprint

◉ RDP

◉ Community-id



#sf21vusJA3

◉ It is MD5 hash value from TLS client hello packet

◉ It does calculate MD5 hash value based on:
○ TLS version

○ Accepted Ciphers

○ List of Extensions

○ Elliptic Curves

○ Elliptic Curve Formats



#sf21vusJA3S

◉ It is MD5 hash value from TLS server hello packet

◉ It does calculate MD5 hash value based on:
○ TLS version

○ Accepted Ciphers

○ List of Extensions



#sf21vusTor TLS Profiling



#sf21vusMalicious TLS Profiling



#sf21vusJA3 Search Engine

https://ja3er.com



#sf21vusJA3 Search Engine

https://sslbl.abuse.ch/ja3-fingerprints



#sf21vusJA3 Impersonation

◉ JA3 can be impersonated!

◉ Changing the cipher suites or TLS version will change 

JA3 fingerprint

◉ Other factor is needed to tackle this issue:
○ Other TLS characteristics/extensions

○ Host correlation



#sf21vusTLS Impersonation

PS C:\>Enable-TlsCipherSuite -Name 

"TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA" -Position 999999999



#sf21vusJA3 and JA3S Limitations

◉ JA3 & JA3S is mainly based on TLS cipher suites

◉ Does not look at different TLS characteristics

◉ This make JA3 not very unique, and some clients share 
same MD5

◉ Can be manipulated by changing the cipher suites 
extension

◉ Application-Layer Protocol Negotiation (ALPN) makes TLS 
more unique



#sf21vusALPN – Safari vs Chrome

Image from ntop.org



#sf21vusHASSH & HASSHServer

◉ MD5 hash value from the set of algorithm in SSH protocol 
after TCP handshake

◉ These algorithm called “SSH_MSG_KEXINIT” messages

◉ It is transferred in clear-text and can be captured by any 
MITM

◉ It does include the server and client application string



#sf21vusWhy HASSH & HASSHServer?

◉ To attribute the SSH connections with greater 

accuracy than only by IP

◉ If the IP is behind NAT device, you can fingerprint it 

regardless its IP

◉ Analogous to HTTP User-Agents



#sf21vusHASSH & HasshServer

https://engineering.salesforce.com/open-sourcing-hassh-abed3ae5044c?gi=1b6a5a239dfe



#sf21vusHASSH Algorithm (client)



#sf21vusHasshServer Algorithm (server)



#sf21vusSSH Client String



#sf21vusSSH Handshake as Covert Channel

◉ Attacker can code a malware to exfiltrate sensitive 

data through “SSH_MSG_KEXINIT” packets

◉ DNS exfiltration alike

◉ Have fun getting the logs and identify the exfiltration!

◉ Attacker will be able to decode & exploit them

◉ Anomaly detection is the way to detect it



#sf21vus

JARM Fingerprint



#sf21vusJARM

◉ JARM is an active Transport Layer Security (TLS) server 

fingerprinting tool

◉ Scanning with JARM provides the ability to identify and 

group malicious servers on the Internet

◉ https://github.com/salesforce/jarm

https://engineering.salesforce.com/easily-identify-malicious-servers-on-the-internet-with-jarm-e095edac525a?gi=ccee74544028



#sf21vusWhy JARM?

• Quickly verify that all servers in a group have the same 

TLS configuration.

• Group disparate servers on the internet by configuration, 

identifying that a server may belong to Google vs. 

Salesforce ..etc.

• Identify malware command and control infrastructure 

and other malicious servers on the Internet.

https://engineering.salesforce.com/easily-identify-malicious-servers-on-the-internet-with-jarm-e095edac525a?gi=ccee74544028



#sf21vusJARM in Action

~/JARM$ python3 jarm.py  salesforce.com

Domain: salesforce.com

Resolved IP: 184.31.10.133

JARM: 2ad2ad0002ad2ad00042d42d000000d71691dd6844b6fa08f9c5c2b4b882cc

~/JARM$ python3 jarm.py  force.com

Domain: force.com

Resolved IP: 184.25.179.132

JARM: 2ad2ad0002ad2ad00042d42d000000d71691dd6844b6fa08f9c5c2b4b882cc

~/JARM$ python3 jarm.py google.com

Domain: google.com

Resolved IP: 216.58.207.110

JARM: 27d40d40d29d40d1dc42d43d00041d4689ee210389f4f6b4b5b1b93f92252d

~/JARM$ python3 jarm.py youtube.com

Domain: youtube.com

Resolved IP: 216.58.207.110

JARM: 27d40d40d29d40d1dc42d43d00041d4689ee210389f4f6b4b5b1b93f92252d

Salesforce Servers

Google Servers



#sf21vusIs JARM Accurate?

◉ Absolutely not!

◉ CobaltStrike (Adversary Simulation Tool) have JARM 

similarities with Java 11 TLS

◉ If you break the JARM rules, you get other JARM 

value

◉ Iteration over server TLS version and cipher suites 

can be automated, good luck for finding the JARM 

fingerprint though ☺



#sf21vusRDP Protocol

◉ RDP communication is encrypted using TLS

◉ We can still identify some information from RDP such as “username”



#sf21vusCommunity-id

◉ Standardized flow hashing

◉ Based on 5-tuples (src IP, dst IP, src port, dst port 

and transport protocol)

◉ Simplifying the pivoting from different datasets



#sf21vus

PCAP Slicing



#sf21vusSlicing and Merging

Slicing the packets based on 
○ Timeline

○ Number of packets

○ Protocol

○ src or dst IPs

○ Conversation

○ Anything filterable!



#sf21vusSlice and Merge

-A <start time>        

only output packets whose timestamp is after (or equal to) the 
given time (format as YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss).

-B <stop time>         only output packets whose timestamp is 
before the given time (format as YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss).



#sf21vusSlicing and merging

$ editcap -c 1000 tcp.pcap tcp_analysis.pcap

$ ls

tcp_analysis_00000_20191027171723.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00003_20191027171739.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00006_20191027171752.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00009_20191027171905.pcap

tcp_analysis_00001_20191027171727.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00004_20191027171739.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00007_20191027171903.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00010_20191027171905.pcap

tcp_analysis_00002_20191027171739.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00005_20191027171739.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00008_20191027171905.pcap  

tcp_analysis_00011_20191027172055.pcap



#sf21vusMerging them all together

mergecap -w out.pcap a.pcap b.pcap



#sf21vusScanning for pattern and signatures

Snort -r file.pcap -c snort.conf -l



#sf21vus

Use Cases



#sf21vus

DNS over HTTPS 

Malwares



#sf21vusWhat is DoH?

◉ DNS over HTTPs (443/tcp)

◉ Querying DNS via HTTPS 

◉ More privacy and make security analyst job harder

◉ Couple of browsers supported it (Firefox, Chrome ..etc.)

◉ Adversary is welcoming DoH to hide in the haystack



#sf21vus

PsiXbot Malware



#sf21vus

https://www.proofpoint.com/us/threat-insight/post/psixbot-now-using-google-dns-over-https-and-possible-new-sexploitation-module



#sf21vus

https://www.proofpoint.com/us/threat-insight/post/psixbot-now-using-google-dns-over-https-and-possible-new-sexploitation-module



#sf21vus

Downloading Malware 

Binaries using DoH
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Thanks for Didier Stevens

for this PCAP
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#sf21vus

SRUM as a network artifact



#sf21vusWhat is SRUM?

◉ System Resource Utilization Monitor

◉ One of valuable artifact for Windows OS

◉ Located at “C:\Windows\System32\sru“

◉ Very useful to map binaries with network 

bytes sent and received

◉ Great artifact to investigate data exfiltration
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Thank you ☺


